
No Five Mile Jaunts Today
Call it my resolution for the year if you want but it seems
that I have been walking a bit lately.  Last week being my
vacation, I walked a lot.  Monday on the zoo excursion I’m
sure was good for my daily walk (like to get in a mile or two
a day).  This Monday was my longest one yet.  The weather was
still nice so I grabbed my ipod and headed north along 49 and
turned down a country road, walked to the next road going west
and eventually walked a good country block heading up River
Street back into town (that was a good 4 miles).  I then
continued  walking  through  town  in  a  roundabout  way  to
eventually end up at the post office.  Then back home.  I must
have gone at least 5 miles.

Tuesday was another story entirely.  This time, I headed south
on 49 and got about a mile out of town when I decided that it
was just crazy cold.  I then turned around and stopped by my
oldest brother’s house to go in and warm up a bit before going
home.

The long walks really are helped with my ipod mix.  I have it
on shuffle so that when an album that I really like comes on,
I will switch it to play straight through.  Before you know
it, an hour and a half has passed.  Particularly good when I
downloaded one of my favorites that I had on cassette (there
it is again) back in the day.  You know one that you play
continuously, rewind, fast forward, and then get it caught and
eaten and there you go, no more tape.  Oh, the recording: the
20th  Anniverary  Recording  of  the  London  version  of  Jesus
Christ Superstar.  Paul Nicholas as Jesus, Claire Moore as
Mary  Magdalene,  and  Keith  Burns  as  Judas  Iscariot.   My
favorite piece has to be “Could We Start Again, Please?”  Upon
hearing the song, it quickly became a favorite… maybe that’s
why the cassette got eaten.  Of course, another highlight is
“Herod’s Song.”  The entire recording is good for at least an
hour and a half hike.

https://www.tangents.org/music/no-five-mile-jaunts-today/


Hopefully,  the  temperature  outside  improves  from  the  19
degrees of today quickly so I can take another long walk
instead of the walk to and from work.


